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ABSTRACT: A hydraulic control apparatus comprising a plu 
rality of standard multiple-function conduit modules adapted 
to be selectively programmed in various arrays to effect sub 
stantially any required hydraulic control functions. The ap 
paratus is further characterized by universal multiple-function 
valve modules which cooperate with the conduit modules in 
effecting the control functions. 
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3,589,387 

INTEGRATED MANIFOLD CIRCUITS AND METHOD OF 
ASSEMBLY 

This invention relates generally to hydraulic apparatus and 
more particularly to fluid power control systems adapted to be 
fabricated from a plurality of multiple-function standardized 
components. - 

In the fabrication of hydraulic control systems, such as 
power packages for the industrial field as well as for pump, 
motor, and control valve assemblics for mobile equipment, 
military applications, and other uses where controlled fluid 
power systems are required, it has been the practice in the art 
to fabricate the control systems from various control valves 
and associated components that are connected in circuit by 
external piping. 

In other instances, it is a practice in the art to join together 
such valves and components in contiguous relationship so as 
to eliminate some external piping by bolting together housings 
of individual components such that the ports in one housing 
connect directly with the ports of the next adjacent housings 
of the system. This approach has resulted in the elimination of 
certain external piping but the applications have been special 
ized and have consisted of custom-built housings and bases 
constructed for the particular application without any provi 
sion for standardization and interchangeability of multiple 
function modular components. Such conventional hydraulic 
control systems which inherently require a plurality of in 
dividual control valves for performing different control func 
tions have traditionally associated together various valves of 
both standard and specially designed construction, with the 
result that each of the individual control valves has been in 
corporated in the overall control system as a separate species 
constructed of its own respective specialized valve com 
ponents. 

In accordance with the present invention, a unique system is 
provided for fabricating substantially any fluid power control 
system to perform substantially any control function, both 
simple and sophisticated, from a plurality of multiple-function 
standardized circuit-forming block components of modules 
without the use of major interconnecting piping conduits. 
As another aspect of the present invention, the circuit-form 

ing modules are all uniquely arranged to include what will be 
termed herein a "dual-duct-four-port' configuration which 
can be arranged and programmed, with standardization, to 
selectively provide series, parallel and series-parallel hydraulic 
circuitry applications. 
As another aspect of the present invention, the novel system 

incorporates multiple-function basic control valve modules of 
standardized construction, including a multiple-function spool 
valve element, which can be applied to the above-mentioned 
system in a variety of selectively programmed modulating and 
switching configurations so as to provide a variety of control 
functions, as well as a variety of structural arrays such that vir 
tually any simple or complex hydraulic control application can 
be achieved from standardized multiple-function valving 
modules. 
As another object of the present invention, the above-men 

tioned standardized multiple-function circuit-forming 
modules are adapted to cooperate in a unique way with the 
above-mentioned multiple-function valving module so as to 
permit the fabrication of substantially any composite hydrau 
lic control system from a relatively small inventory of stan 
dardized multiple-purpose blocks or modules of simple, inex 
pensive design. 

It is another aspect of the present invention to provide, for 
the above-mentioned fluid power control systems, novel 
means for securing together the above-mentioned modular 
circuit components in various selected arrays. In general, this 
is accomplished by a unique arrangement of a plurality of rods 
of standardized preselected length which cooperate with stan 
dardized mounting holes in and through the modules so as to 
provide multiple-purpose flexibility in assembling the above 
mentioned circuit varieties. 
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2 
As another aspect of the present invention, the modular 

system includes a unique interport seal structure that 
cooperates with the previously mentioned conduit modules to 
provide the dual duct, series-parallel arrangement. Such stan 
dardized matching recesses at the ports in the interfaces of the 
modules, which recesses cooperate with unique resilient seal 
ing element adapted for universal utilization at all of the dual 
duct passage junctions between the various components in all 
the various arrays. 
As another aspect of the present invention, the standardized 

components includes the unique combination of a stan 
dardized center block module adapted to register and 
cooperate with parallel side block modules in an infinite 
variety of arrays with said center block module providing the 
multiple function of a mounting means for the selected valving 
module and also the junction for a plurality of outwardly ex 
tending side arm assemblies of the above-mentioned stan 
dardized conduit modules. It will be understood that with this 
arrangement, various different control and circuit-forming 
functions can be respectively provided by the outwardly ex 
tending side. arm assemblies with the switching of flow 
between the side arm assemblies being affected by the above 
mentioned center block and associated valve module so as to 
accomplish any selected interbranch valving function. 
Moreover, and most important, any or all of the above-men 
tioned side arm assemblies can in turn be arranged to commu 
nicate with additional center blocks and thereby deliver a 
switched or controlled flow to a next successive valving 
module on the additional center block so as to vary, amplify or 
refine the flow. It will now be understood that various control 
flows can be divided, combined, modulated, amplified and 
treated in various ways merely by the use of the standardized 
circuit-forming modules and valve modules defined above. 
As still another aspect of the present invention, the above 

mentioned circuit-forming modules preferably also include 
standardized bus components or blocks which are also con 
structed in accordance with the previously mentioned “dual 
duct-four-port' arrangement. Such bus modules form a bus 
assembly which communicates with the conventional pump 
and reservoir and which is uniquely adapted for the con 
venient, compact and efficient mounting of the above-men 
tioned branches and arrays of standardized circuit-forming 
and valving modules. 
As another aspect of the present invention, the above-men 

tioned bus-forming components, like the center block and side 
block modules previously described, utilize the same stan 
dardized rod-fastening means, interface porting, and seal 
structure. As a result, the total inventory required is further 
minimized and the simplification of design and assembly is 
greatly simplified. 
As still another aspect of the present invention, all of the 

above-mentioned center block, side block and bus block 
modules, as well as spacer block modules adapted for use 
therewith, are structurally standardized to the extend that 
their ultimate three-dimensional assembly into an array of 
controlled branches can be accurately, schematically depicted 
on a two-dimensional schematic drawing or flow strip such 
that even the more complex flow paths as well as the valving 
functions performed thereon can be easily designed and readi 
ly understood. This permits a hydraulic technician with ordi 
nary skill to readily program a selected control system on a 
two dimension flow diagram in a manner that he can readily 
select the necessary standard modules required for the par 
ticular application. It should be emphasized that it is only by 
the overall standardization of all of the various components 
described above, that such simplification of a three-dimen 
sional apparatus to a two-dimensional flow strip can be real 
ized. 

Further objects and advantages of the present invention will 
be apparent from the following description, reference being 
had to the accompanying drawings wherein a preferred form 
of embodiment of the invention is clearly shown. 

In the drawings: 
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FIG. 1 illustrates a typical fluid power control system, con 
structed in accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic view showing the flow circuit of 
the hydraulic control apparatus of FIG. 1; 
FIG.3 represents a flow strip display of the schematic flow 

circuit represented in the hydraulic control system of FIG. 2. 
This flow circuit of FIG. 3 is functionally the same as that 
shown in FIG. 2, but has been transposed into the flow strip 
form so as to show a dual-duct passage arrangement of the 
various modules and components of FIG. I. Such modules and 
components of FIG. are each illustrated by dotted delinea 
tion in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 4 illustrates the total assembly of conduit modules that 
provide the dual-duct flow paths in the typical hydraulic con 
trol system of FIG. 1. Here the valve modules, control 
modules, and fastening rods have been removed; 

FIG. 5 is a partial exploded view of a first assembly compris 
ing a portion of the control system of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 6 is a partial view, partially in section, of a portion of 
the first branch assembly of FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 is an exploded view illustrating a second branch as 
sembly comprising another portion of the control system of 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 8 is an exploded view illustrating a bus assembly com 
prising another portion of the control system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 9 and 10 are top and end elevational view of a bus 
block comprising one of the modules of the typical control 
system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 11, 12 and 13 are top, side and end elevational views 
of a bus block adapter that comprises another module of the 
system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 14 and 14-A are side and bottom elevational views of 
a parallel side block, P1-P2, comprising another module of 
the system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 15 and 15-A are side and bottom elevational views of 
a second parallel side block, P1-P3, comprising another 
module of the system of FIG. 1; - 

FIGS. 16 and 17 are top and end elevational views of a one 
third standard spacer block comprising another module of the 
system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 8 and 8-A are side and bottom elevational views of 
a parallel side block, P2-P3, comprising another module of 
the system of FiG. 1; 

FIG. i9 and 9-A are side and bottom elevational views of a 
parallel side block (three-way P1-P2-P3) comprising another 
module of the system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 20 and 21 are top and end elevational views of a se 
ries side block comprising another module of the system of 
FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 22 and 23 are top and side elevational views of a four 
way valve adapter block comprising another module of the 
system of FIG. 1; 

FIGS, 24 and 25 are top and side elevational views of a filter 
adapter block comprising another module of the system of 
FIG. 1; 
FIGS. 26, 27 and 28 are end, side and opposite end eleva 

tional views of a center block module of the system of FIG. 1; 
FIGS. 29 and 30 are top and end elevational views of a full 

standard spacer block comprising a module of the system of 
FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 31 and 32 are top and side elevational views of a 
modified one-third standard spacer block comprising a 
module of the system of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 33 is a sectional view of a safety relief valve version of 
an universal power flow valve module of the present invention 
with the section being taken along line 33-33 of FIG.38; 

FIGS. 34-37 are elevational views of the safety relief valve 
of FIG.33; 

FIG. S8 is another sectional view of the safety relief valve of 
FIGS. 33-37, with the section being taken along line 38-38 
of FIG.34; 

FIG. 38-A is a partial sectional view showing a spool spacer 
option for modifying the power flow valve module of FIGS. 
33-38; 
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4. 
FIG. 38-B is a partial sectional view corresponding to FIG. 

38-A but showing the assembly with the spool spacer 
removed; 
FIGS. 39–42 are elevational views of a direct spring bias 

cross relief valve comprising a version of the valve module of 
the system of present invention; 

FIG. 43 is a sectional view showing the interior construction 
of the cross relief valve module of FIGS. 39-42, the section 
being taken along the line 43-of FIG. 39; 

FIGS. 44-47 are elevational views of a pressure-compen 
sated flow control valve comprising another version of the 
power flow valve module of the system of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 48 is a sectional view showing the interior of the pres 
sure-compensated flow control valve of FIGS. 44-47, the 
section being taken along the line 48-48 of FIG. 44; 

FIGS. 49 and 50 are sectional views of a check valve plate 
module used in connection with certain of the valve modules 
of the preceeding figures: 

FIG. 51 is a diagrammatic view of the circuit for the safety 
relief valve of FIGS. 33-38-A; 

FIG. 51-A is a legend showing line plug and orifice sym 
bols used in various diagrammatic views of valving circuits of 
the present drawings; 

FIG. 52 is a diagrammatic view of a typical four-way 
directional valve utilized in the typical system of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 53 is a diagrammatic view showing the control pro 
gram arrangement of a counterbalance valve module of the 
typical system of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 54 is a diagrammatic view showing the control pro 
gram arrangement of the pressure-compensated flow control 
valve module of FIGS. 44-48; 

FIG. 55 is a diagrammatic view showing the control pro 
gram arrangement of the cross relief valve module of FIGS. 
39-43; 

FIG. 56 is a diagrammatic view of the four-way valve com 
prising a portion of the system of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 57 is a diagrammatic view of a return line filter module 
comprising a portion of the system of FIG. 1. 

Referring in detail to the drawings, a typical fluid power 
control system is indicated generally at 20 in FIG. 1 and is 
constructed from conduit and valve modules provided with 
common interface characteristics, such as seals, rods, ports, 
between the conduit modules. These blocks are divided into 
important functional categories later to be described in detail 
herein. In general, the blocks are arranged in a typical bus as 
sembly 42, FIGS. 1, 3 and 8, which provides dual-duct con 
duits for the pressure and flow from a centralized source of 
pressurized fluid such as a variable volume pump 66 illus 
trated in FIG. 2 as well as for flow back to a reservoir 74. Such 
dual-duct arrangement consists of a pressurized duct 110 
which is connected to pump 66 and a drain duct 112 is con 
nected to reservoir 74. 

It will now be seen that bus assembly 42 and the ducts 110 
and 112 provide pressure and drain for two branch assemblies 
of dual-duct conduit modules, a first branch being indicated 
generally at 130 and the second branch being indicated 
generally at 132. Each of the branches coming from the bus 
ducts 110 and 112 represents a complete manifold assembly 
for operating specific fluid motor functions. For branch 130, a 
typical rotary-type motor load is indicated at 108, FIG. 2, and 
for branch 132 the power cylinder 106 of FIG. 2 represents a 
typical load. 

First branch 130 is mounted on bus assembly 42 by a bus 
adapter block 34 directly connected to a center block 30. A 
parallel side block 26 is mounted on the top face of center 
block 30 and in turn serves to mount a second parallel side 
block 22. The entire branch assembly 130 is fastened to bus 
block 36 of bus assembly 42 by mounting bolts 146 extended 
through holes 151 in base flanges on bus adapter block 34 and 
into threaded holes 153 in the top surface of bus block 36. 

It should be mentioned that interface seals for the dual-duct 
functions between the branch and bus modules are provided 

75 by a standard T-seal construction seen at 120 in FIGS.5 and 6. 
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The duct 134 and 136 of first branch 130, FIG. , lead to the 
fluid motor 108 as seen in FIGS. 2 and 3. Here will be seen the 
outlet ports for such ducts 134 and 136 are in the top interface 
of parallel side block 22 as seen at 134-A and 136-A. 

Reference is next made to second branch assembly 132, 
FIGS. 1-4 and 7, mounted on bus assembly 42 by a bus 
adapter block 78. A center block 80 has its lower face 
mounted on bus adapter block 78 and the upper face of the 
center block supports a one-third spacer block 96 and parallel 
side block 98 as is best seen in FIG. 7. Also, a side face 49 of 
center block 80 mounts two one-third spacer blocks 84 and 86 
as well as a parallel side block 88. 
The cntire branch assemblies 130 and 32 are each 

mounted on bus assembly 42 by bolts 146 that extend through 
holes 151 through base flanges on bus adapter blocks 34 and 
78. 

Referring again to FIGS. 1-4, power cylinder 106 is con 
nected to duct 40 at outlet port 140-A. Conduits 138 and 
142 are provided with plugs 91 and 93 in the final assembly 
since these conduit ports are not utilized in the particular typi 
cal control system. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 1, 4 and 8, bus assembly 42 
comprises standard modules comprising bus block 36, parallel 
side block 44, full standard spacers 50 and 52, bus block 54, 
full standard spacer 56 and series side block 58, all boited 
together by standard manifold rods 22 of the required length. 
Also manifold rods are used for securing together the modules 
of the branches as seen at 14. The bus rods. 22 extend 
through all of the bus modules and are secured at each end by 
rod nuts 118. Hence it will be seen that the standard rods pro 
vide means for connecting together any selected branch or bus 
assembly of conduit modules and performs the compression 
on the interface between the conduit modules and seals 20 
for the standard dual duct system. The interface seal construc 
tion 120 is also illustrated in FIG. 5, an exploded view of 
branch 30, and these seals are provided at each interface 
junction between conduit blocks. 

FIG. 8 illustrates in exploded perspective view of bus as 
sembly 42 which also utilizes the standard seals 20 at the 
abutting interfaces of the bus modules. 
The rods 122 that are used to assemble the bus modules are 

of the same diameter and include the same thread charac 
teristics as the rods 114 that are used to mount the various 
modules to the center blocks 30 and 80 in the branch assem 
blies 130 and 132, the only difference being that the rods 114 
that mount to the center blocks actually thread into tapped 
holes 55 in the center blocks and secure the side blocks and 
other modules to the center blocks, whereas the rods 122 that 
mount the bus modules together extend through the entire bus 
assembly and their threaded ends are provided with standard 
manifold rod nuts 18. Also, fastening rods 114 and 122 are 
provided with flats, not illustrated, adjacent their threaded 
ends, to permit gripping the rods with a wrench when the rods 
are screwed into female threaded members and tightened. 

It should further be pointed out that the relative lengths of 
the conduit modules in the direction of the dual ducts, such as 
ducts 10 and 112, are as follows, assuming a standard arbitra 
ry module length X: 

Rela 
tive 

Module length 

i. Bus block 36-54---- 2X 
2. Bus adapter 34-78. X 
3. Parallel side block - X 
4. Parallel side block Pl-P3, 98------------------------ - - - - - - - S. 
5. Parallel side block P2-P3, FIG. 18-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- S 
6. Parallel side lock P1-P2-P3, FIG. 19.- ... - - - - - - - --- X. 
7. One-third standard spacer (through) 86-------------------- SS 
8. One-third standard spacer (1 duct blocked) 84. - 8X 

X 
2X 

- (1) 
9. Full standard spacer, 50-52-56.------------------ 
10. Series side block 58------------------------------ 
11. Center block 80-30, terminal block for rod ends... 

i Any appropriate length. 

The standard fastening rods length 114 and 122 and the 
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6 
multiples of X in the above table are all established to be mul 
tiples of a standard arbitrary module length whereby a rela 
tively few standard rods can be selectively used to secure 
together various selected combinations of modules. 

lt will now be understood that the dual-duct arrangement 
which is of a specific diameter and specific space orientation 
throughout the entire conduit block apparatus, is maintained 
constant throughout the system. For instance, the conduit 
spacing, size and seal arrangement in the branch assemblies 
130 and 132 are exactly the same as the corresponding 
characteristics in the bus assembly. 

All blocks mounted to center blocks, such as center blocks 
30 and 80 in F.G. 1, are identical in their interface charac 
teristics with the result that any block which is positioned at 
any location in the entire system can be selectively mounted at 
any other location in the control system for interchangeability 
and universally common characteristics. 

In general, another important novel feature of the standard 
dual-duct principle is that the dual ducts in the branch assem 
blies, such as 130 and 132, are adapted for the mounting of 
standard power flow valve modules, which are mounted on 
standard center block modules 30 and 80. This arrangement 
permits diverting or switching flow from the main dual ducts 
to any required porting in the sides of the center blocks. Such 
side porting and the valve passages in turn function as dual 
duct conduits and hence directional flow control is performed 
by a center block and valve combination such that the flow 
from a center block module to other modules in the branch as 
sembly is determined by the switching characteristics of the 
particular directional valve mounted on the center block. 
When the flow is switched to the side faces of the center block 
it is always returned to the dual-duct passages of the conduit 
modules with the flexibility of being able to program various 
types of modulating and flow-switching valves to effect what 
ever flow or directional characteristics are required for the 
particular control system. 

Reference is next made to FIG. 3 which is a flow strip dia 
gram, depicted in two-dimension, single-plane arrangement 
for simplicity of analysis of the three-dimensional array that 
forms the control system of FIG. 1. Here it is easy to trace the 
flow of fluid from the pressure source, hydraulic pump 66, 
through the entire integrated manifold assembly which 
delivers controlled flow to the typical loads provided by rotary 
fluid motor 108 and power cylinder 106. A pressurized bus 
duct 110 connects pump 66 at an inlet port 10-A to the 
hydraulic control apparatus 20 and a low-pressure bus duct 
112 returns flow to reservoir 74 via outlet port 12-A of the 
control apparatus. Hence the flow proceeds through bus block 
assembly 42 in a standard dual-duct arrangement that services 
the two branch assemblies 130 and 132 previously described. 
As seen in FIG. 3, the flow entering pressurized bus duct 

110 via inlet port 110-A proceeds through a series side block 
module 58, full standard spacer 56, and then to a first bus 
block 54. At that point, pressurized flow is diverted to pres 
surized branch duct 138 by a bus adapter block 78 to a center 
block 80 of branch assembly 132. At center block 80 the flow 
is switched by a four-way directional valve 82 which is illus 
trated mounted on a face of center block 80. In operation, the 
flow is switched from an internal pressurized passage 150 of 
four-way directional valve 82 to an outlet passage 52 and 
proceeds through branch duct 138 of one-third standard 
spacer module 96 located in a side arm circuit of branch 132. 
The flow from one-third standard spacer module 96 proceeds 
into a parallel side block 98 which mounts a pressure-compen 
sated flow control valve module 100 and a reverse check plate 
module 120. The flow then proceeds by series-type through 
valve module 100 into branch duct 140 and port 140-A lead 
ing to power cylinder 106. With this type of flow through pres 
sure-compensated flow control valve 100 to duct i40, it will 
be seen that the flow is blocked by an obstruction 158 in duct 
140 located in one of the duct-forming portions of one-third 

module lengths represented by X and whole and fractional 75 standard spacer 96. 
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It will now be seen that the original dual-duct flow in branch 
132 is converted to single-duct flow to power cylinder 106 by 
obstruction 158. As the pressurized flow is directed into the 
rod end of power cylinder 106 via duct 140, discharge flow 
from the other end of power cylinder 106 is delivered via port 
144-A and returned to a side arm assembly on center block 80 
which side arm includes one-third standard spacers 84 and 86 
and parallel side block 88, FIGS. 1, 3 and 4. 

Side block 88 mounts a standard power flow valve module 
programmed as a counterbalance valve 90, which maintains 
back pressure on power cylinder 106 responsive to a control 
adjuster 92 and a check valve 94 which provides a blocked 
flow condition in the direction from power cylinder 106 back 
to center block 80. The flow from line 144 and side arm duct 
161, FIG. 3, passes through counterbalance valve 90 to the 
other side arm duct 142. At this point it should be pointed out 
that there is an obstruction 160 to duct 144, said obstruction 
being located in one-third spacer 84. This prevents return flow 
from line 144 from being delivered back to the center block 
via passage 156. Return flow must therefore proceed through 
passage 142 back to the passage 154 of four-way valve 82 at 
center block 80. It should be mentioned that when four-way 
valve 82 was switched so that passage 150 was connected to 
152, passage 154 is also connected to passage 156 by the same 
action of the four-way valve. Therefore the return flow 
proceeds from passage 154 to passage 156 and branch duct 
140 leading to low-pressure bus duct 112. At this point the 
return flow is directed through a return line filter 62 or a 
return line bypass relief valve 64 and then via line 112 to 
reservoir 74. Here an obstruction 166 in series side block 58 
prevents a short circuit flow to reservoir around the filter 62 
and bypass relief valve 64. 
With continued reference to the flow arrangement for 

branch assembly 132, FIGS. 2 and 3, it will be understood that 
if pressure delivered to line 150 of four-way valve 82 had been 
diverted to output passage 154, and passage 152 of said valve 
82 had been connected to passage 156 by the action of four 
way valve 32, then the reverse flow to power cylinder 106 is 
delivered via passage 142 and check valve 94 in counter 
balance valve 88 in a dual-duct arrangement, and power 
cylinder i06 is thereby operated in reverse such that the 
discharge flow returns through branch duct 140 in parallel 
side block 98 to pressure compensated flow control valve 
100 and the reverse check valve module 102 to branch duct 
138 and leading to passage 152 of four-way valve 82. The 
valve connects passage i52 to passage 156 and flow passes via 
ducts 140 and 112 to return line filter 62 and bypass relief 64 
in series side block 58 and back to reservoir 74. 

In summary, the entire branch assembly 132 provides a con 
trol function in which four-way valve 82, mounted on center 
block 80, performs a switching function for the pressure and 
return flows from bus assembly 42 to power cylinder 106 ac 
complishing pressure and flow control of such cylinder and its 
load, in a precise and definite manner through the entire con 
duit module assembly of branch 132. 
With continued reference to FIG. 3, the flow to and through 

first branch assembly 130 will next be described. The same 
pressurized bus duct 110 that supplies the branch 132, just 
described, flows through full standard spacer modules 52 and 
50 and parallel side block 44 to bus block 36. Parallel flow is 
normally maintained in the two bus ducts 110 and 112 of 
parallel side block 144. However, a safety relief valve 46 is 
mounted on parallel side block 44, FIG. 1, such that if for 
some reason the pressure in pressurized bus duct 110 in 
creases above the preselected spring setting of pressure relief 
valve 46 then flow occurs from pressurized bus duct 110 to 
bus return line 112 thereby releasing pressure to reservoir. In 
normal operation, however, the fluid with rising pressure is 
delivered to branch assembly 130 via bus adapter block 34 
and then to a second center block 30 on which is mounted a 
four-way directional control valve 32 provided for the 
switching of pressurized fluid between opposite sides of a typi 
cal load in the form of a rotary fluid motor 108 and the control 
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8 
circuit therefor. More specifically, when the motor is driven in 
the forward direction of rotation-pressurized fluid in passage 
172 is delivered to passage 174 of four-way directional valve 
32 while return flow from motor 108 is delivered from passage 
176 to passage 178 which communicates with branch duct 
136 and the latter communicates with bus drain duct 12 lead 
ing back to reservoir 74. 
With continued reference to FIGS. 2 and 3, pressurized flow 

from valve passage 172 174 proceeds up the motor branch 
duct 134 via port 134-A to fluid motor 108 to drive the fluid 
motor in the forward direction or rotation. Discharge flow 
from fluid motor 108 is then received via port 136-A at 
branch duct 136 and returned to valve passages 176 and 178 
and thence through the branch duct 136 and bus duct 112 to 
reservoir. During certain operational conditions of fluid motor 
108, such as stopping or stalling of the motor, pressure in line 
134 will rise to a higher value and thc cross relief valve 28 
mounted on parallel side block 26 relieves the pressure from 
branch duct 134 to branch duct 136 to bypass fluid motor 108 
responsive to the adjustment of adjuster 40 of a cross relief 
valve 28. Similarly during reverse operation of the motor cross 
relief valve 24 mounted on upper parallel side block 22 
releases pressurized fluid from branch duct 136 to branch 
duct 134 during operating conditions when the pressure size in 
line 36 exceeded the preselected adjustment setting of ad 
juster 38 of cross relief valve 24. 

It will now be seen that the cross relief valves perform pres 
sure control functions in parallel relationship with fluid motor 
108 across side arm ducts 136 and 134. 

Referring again to FIG. 3, duct obstructions 170 and 168 
are provided in center block 30 to block flow in the dual-duct 
passages which are prevented from being short circuited 
around four-way valve 32 by such blocked passage in center 
block module 30. 

Similarly, in the branch assembly 132, previously described, 
the bus obstruction 162 and 164 in center block 80 prevent 
short circuit around four-way valve 82. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 9 through 32 which illus 
trate the various standard conduit modules of the present in 
vention which are used in programming various bus, branches 
and side arms of various selected control systems such as the 
typical control system 20 of FIG. 1. 

Referring first to FIGS. 9 and 10, a standard bus block con 
struction is indicated generally at 36-54 and comprises a base 
flange 13 provided with hole 14 for mounting for bus block as 
sembly on a supporting surface. In general, any number of bus 
blocks can be used in conjunction with other modules such as 
parallel side blocks 46 and full standard spacers 50 to form an 
assembly of modules that provide a main bus of any required 
length that forms bus ducts 110 and 112 as seen in the various 
FIGS. - 7. 
As seen in FIGS. 9 and 10, duct-forming passages 55 and 57 

in each bus blocks 36–54 are provided with standard threaded 
ports 15 adapted to receive the standard interface seal struc 
ture 120, FIGS. 5 and 6, to form seals for the ducts where the 
bus blocks 36-54 are joined in sealed relationship with ad 
jacent conduit modules such as is seen for example in FIG. 1 
where bus block 36 joins an adjacent parallel side block 44. 

it should also be mentioned that the threaded ports 15 of 
the bus blocks are threaded for receiving standard end closure 
plugs such as are seen at 91 in FIG. 1. Also threaded ports 15 
of bus block 36-54 are also adapted to receive a standard 
thread adapter, not illustrated, for the connection to external 
piping which may lead to remote typical loads such as are 
represented by pump 66, fluid motor 108 or power cylinder 
106, seen in FIGS. 2 and 3. 

Referring again to FIGS. 9 and 10, the bus block 36-54 
further includes vertical duct-forming passages 55 and 57 
which form portions of the standard branch ducts of any 
number of branch assemblies which are exemplified by branch 
ducts 134 and 136 in branch assembly 130 of the control 
system of FIGS. 1-8. Here again passages 55 and 57 each in 
cludes standard threaded ports 15 adapted to receive the stan 
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dard interface seals 120 or, if required, the standard duct 
plugs 91. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 1-13 which illustrate 
another standard module in the form of a bus adapter block 
indicated generally at 34-78 which includes a lower surface 
18 adapted to be mounted on an upper surface 183 of any of 
the previously described bus blocks exemplified by bus blocks 
36-54. Bus adapter block 34-78 includes base flanges 151 
provided with unthreaded holes 151 adapted to receive the 
shanks of bolts 46, FIG. , with the threaded ends of such 
bolts being screwed into threaded holes 53, FIGS. 9 and 10, 
in the top surface 183 of bus block 36-54. 
With continued reference to FIGS. 1 - 13, bus adapter 

block 34-78 includes two vertical passages 59 and 6i, of stan 
dard size and spacing, which form duct portions of the branch 
ducts such as are seen at 134 and 136 of FIG. 1-8, and these 
passages are also provided with the same standard threaded 
ports 15 previously described in connection with the bus block 
construction 36-54 of FIGS. 9 and 0. 

Referring again to the bus block of FIGS. 9 and 10, this 
module is provided with four horizontal holes 16 for receiving 
standard bus-fastening rods 122 such as are seen in the various 
assemblies of FIGS. 1-8. Also, bus adapter block of FIGS. 
it 1-13 is provided with four standard-sized and spaced rod 
mounting holes 16 for receiving standard branch manifold 
rods 116 seen in the various assemblies of FIGS. 1-8. 

It should be mentioned that the rod-receiving holes 16 in 
clude countersinks 17 for receiving standard manifold rod 
nuts 118 of the type shown in the various conduit module as 
semblies of FIGS. -8. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 14 and 14-A which illus 
trate a parallel side block P1-P2, 22-26-88-44, for establish 
ing certain parallel flow relationships such as are shown in the 
flow strip diagram of FIG. 3 at the various side block module 35 
representations seen at 22, 26, 88 and 44. 
With continued reference to FIGS. 14 and 14-A, parallel 

side block P1-P2 includes parallel passages 67 and 69 of stan 
dard size and spacing which passages form portions of the 
various branch and bus ducts, depending on the application. 
Passages 67 and 69 include the standard threaded ports 15, 
rod-mounting holes 16 and countersinks 17, previously 
described, and in addition the parallel side block P1-P2 in 
cludes a side face 185 for receiving the standard multiple 
function universal power flow valve modules 222 such as are 
used to program cross relief valves 24 and 28 described later 
in detail herein. It will be seen from FIGS, 14 and 14-A that 
parallel side block further includes passages P1 and P2 for 
connection with certain passages of the universal valve 
modules. 

Referring next to FIGS. 15 and 15-A, still another parallel 
side block module P-P3 is illustrated. This module is similar 
to parallel side block P1-P2, FIGS. 14 and 14-A, except that 
it includes a different passage arrangement, P1 and P3, which 
connect the duct-forming passages 71 and 73 with a valve 
mounting surface 89. This permits programming of the 
universal power flow valve module for different control func 
tions with respect to the dual-duct arrangement. 

Referring next to FIGS. 16 and 17, a one-third standard 
spacer (unobstructed) module is indicated generally at 86 and 
it is utilized for spacing other conduit modules that will be 
seen in the FIGS. I-8. As seen in FIGS. 6 and 17, this 
module comprises unobstructed passages 63 and 65 of stan 
dard size and spacing for forming portions of the main ducts of 
the control system and it is further provided with the standard 
rod-mounting holes 16 and ports 15 for receiving the standard 
interface seals 125. It should be mentioned that connecting 
passages 145 and 249 are for connection with either port 251 
or port 253 of standard center block module 80-30 of FIGS. 
26 and 28. 
A modified one-third standard space (one port obstructed) 

module is indicated generally at 84-96 in FIGS. 31 and 32. 
This module is also used for spacing other conduit modules as 
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10 
module 86 described above in that one of passages 53 is ob 
structed. Still another one-third spacer module, not illus 
trated, can be used where both 51 and 53 are obstructed. 

FIGS. 29 and 30 illustrate another standard conduit module 
in the form of a full standard spacer module 50-52-56 shown 
installed in the typical control system of FIGS. 1-8 at the nu 
merals 50, 52, 56. This module includes through duct-forming 
passages 75 and 77 as well as the standard ports 15 and rod 
mounting passages 16 previously described. It should be men 
tioned that the thickness of full standard spacer block 
50-52-56 between interfaces 245 and 247 is three times the 
thickness of the one-third standard spacer modules 84-96 and 
86 described above. 

It should be pointed out here that the thickness of all of the 
conduit modules in the entire system have thicknesses 
between their interfaces provided with duct ports which 
thicknesses are whole numbers or fractional multiples of the 
standard full spacer module 50-52-56 of FIGS. 29 and 30. 
This permits the standardization of the bus-fastening rods 122 
and branch-fastening rod 114 into a minimum number of stan 
dard lengths that correspond with whole number and frac 
tional multiples of standard block lengths. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 18 and 8-A, which illus 
trate another modified parallel side block P2-P3 which is 
similar to the parallel side blocks just described except side 
block P2, P3 includes a modified side surface 191 provided for 
different porting for the passage arrangement P2-P3 which 
passages respectively communicate with the standard longitu 
dinal duct forming passages 69 and 67 which provide portions 
of the main ducts of the conduit module assemblies. Here 
again parallel side block P2-P3 is adapted for the mounting of 
and use with another modification of the universal power flow 
valve module as programmed for a specific control function. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 19 and 19-A which illus 
trate still another modified parallel side block (three-way) 
P1-P2-P3 which is adapted for parallel flow functions and for 
the mounting of still another programming of the universal 
power flow valve module later to be described in detail. Here 
the side block programming includes a modified face 193 for 
the mounting of a selected valve module together with the 
programming of passages to such interface which passages are 
indicated at Pi- P2-P3. It will be noted that standard duct 
forming passage 71 passes straight through the block, whereas 
the other duct-forming passages 73 and 93 are not directly 
connected, due to an obstruction in the block but respectively 
connect with the inner ends of passages P1 and P2 which are 
adapted to connect with programmed valve module at valve 
mounting surface 193. 
With reference to all the modifications of the parallel side 

blocks just described, the valve-mounting surfaces of such 
parallel side blocks are provided with drilled and tapped valve 
mounting holes 187 for receiving bolts that serve to mount the 
various standard power flow valve modules on respective in 
terfaces of appropriate parallel side blocks. Here again the 
spacing and thread characteristics of the valve-mounting holes 
187 are standardized so as to register with the standardized 
drilling of the corresponding mounting holes on the housings 
of the various standard valve modules. 

Referring next to FIGS. 20 and 21, series side block module 
is indicated generally at 58 and shown mounted in the control 
assemblies illustrated in FIGS. 1-8. In general, such series 
side block is utilized to adapt one duct of the standard dual 
duct flow paths for the series flow control functions, an exam 
ple being the mounting of the filter adapter module 60 seen in 
the assembly view of the control system. 

Referring again to FIGS. 20 and 21, series side block 58 in 
cludes a standard duct-forming passage 195 which extends 
completely through the block and two dead end duct-forming 
passages 141 and 197 which respectively communicate with 
vertical duct-forming passages 43 and 45. Here again all of the 
duct-forming passages include standard-threaded ports 15 
adapted to register with ports and interface seen on the other 
modules, as well as rod-receiving holes 16 and countersinks 

seen in FIGS. 1-8 but differs from the one-third spacer 75 7. 
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Reference is next made to FIGS. 22 and 23 which illustrate 
a four-way valve adapter block indicated generally at 45 
which is provided with a multiplicity of standard passage 
drillings for adapting various four-way valves, such as the typi 
cal installation seen at 32 in FIGS. and 8 where a smaller size 
four-way valve 32 is used. Four-way adapter block 45 is 
mounted on a standard center block such as is seen generally 
at 30 in FIG. 1, said center block later to be described herein. 

In general, four-way valve adapter block 45 comprises a 
plurality of center block to valve-connecting passages 117, 
119, 121 and 131, as well as passages 125, 127, 129 and 131 
which are threaded for receiving mounting bolts for four-way 
valves such as are seen at 32. 
With continued reference to FIGS. 22 and 23, four-way 

valve adapter block 45 includes laterally drilled passages 109, 
111, 113, 15, 105 and 107 which communicate with ports 
261,263,265 and 267 on the backface of adapter block 45, 
which register with four standard ports 29, 31, 33 and 35 on 
standard center block module 30 as seen in FIG. 27. 

Four-way valve adapter block 45 also includes standard 
mounting holes 16 for bolting the module on a center block 
such as is seen at 30. Also lateral passages 109, 111, 13, 115, 
105 and 107 are normally provided with small sealing plugs at 
the outer surface of the block. 

Referring next to FIG. 24, a filter adapter block is indicated 
generally at 60 and shown in a typical mounted location in the 
system in FIG. 1. The function of such filter adapter block 60 
is to adapt a particular filter to be mounted on the surface 199 
of a series side block 5 of FIGS. 20 and 21. This is accom 
plished by placing the surface 215 of filter adapter block in 
overlying contacting relationship with surface 199 of series 
side block 58. The blocks are secured together by bolts ex 
tended through rod-receiving holes 16 in the adapter block 
and into threaded engagement with threaded holes 217 in se 
ries side block 58. 

Referring again to FIGS. 24 and 25, the ports 219 and 221 
which exit at surface 223 of filter adapter block 60 are 
adapted to connect with a standard filter apparatus 62 seen in 
FIGS. 1-3 of the assembly views. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 26-28 which illustrate a 
standard center block module 80-30 that functions as a flow 
switching and valve-mounting module. Here it will be seen 
that duct-forming passage 133 connects with passage 33 in 
valve-mounting face 255. Similarly passages 185 and 33 con 
nect with passage 29, passages 85 and 37 connect with passage 
31, and passage 39 connects with passage 35. A threaded 
passage 275 can be programmed to either connect passages 33 
and 39, or provided with an obstruction plug, not illustrated, 
to isolate said passages. 
The side faces 259, 257 and 277 of center block module 

80-30 include threaded mounting holes for receiving 
threaded ends of mounting rods 114 as best seen in FIG. 7. 
These include standard dual duct ports 15 adapted for con 
nection with other standard modules. 
With continued reference to FIGS. 26-28, center block 

module 80-30 includes valve-mounting face 255 adapted to 
register either directly with a larger four-way valve 82 as seen 
in branch 132, FIG. 1, or with the previously described four 
way valve adapter module 45 of FIGS. 22-23, the latter being 
used to adapt smaller four-ways such as valve 32 in branch 
130 as well as other valving options on a standard valve 
mounting face. 

It should be mentioned that when the adapter module is 
used the passages 261,263,265 and 267 register and connect 
with standard ports 29, 31, 33 and 35. Also the threaded holes 
233 are provided for mounting the four-way valves and four 
way valve adapter modules. 
As seen in FIGS. 26-28, holes 223 and 229 are for posi 

tioning dowel pins for locating four-way valves and adapters 
such as four-way valve adapter 45 on valve-mounting face 
255. 

Passage 221 communicates with a passage 251 in face 259 
for signal flow or drain functions. Also, passage 231 connects 
with passage 253 in face 257 for signal flow or drain functions. 
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Both the passages 251 and 253 are provided with threaded 
ports and arrange to receive O-ring seals so that either exter 
nal signal flow lines, not illustrated, can be connected, or in 
other instances standard modules can be mounted to the side 
faces 257, 277 and 259 of center block 80-30 so as to either 
seal off these ports 251 and 253, or connect with them at 
aligned passages such as passage 249 in one-third standard 
spacer module 86, FIGS. 16 and 17. 

It should be mentioned that in FIGS. 4, 5 and 7 the showing 
of valve-mounting interface 255 of center block module 
80-30 omits certain of the minor passages and dowel locating 
holes shown in F.G. 27. 

It should be mentioned generally that the standard interface 
ports 15, in all the conduit modules, are offset from center 
with respect to the rod mounting 16 such that protruding stan 
dard T-seals 120 function as locating "pins' as well as seals. 
This prevents the possibility of upside-down assembly of the 
various modules. At the same time the modules can be selec 
tively assembled such that the main dual ducts, such as 110 
and 112 or 134 and 136 can be joined in normal assembly, 
termed herein as "polarized' assembly, or they can be assem 
bied to reverse the main ducts to provide what will be termed 
“reverse polarization". For example, the parallel side blocks 
22 and 26 in branch assembly 130, FIGS. 1-8, are assembled 
such that module 26 is installed with respect to module 22 and 
center block 30 so as to provide reverse polarization to ac 
complish the cross relief valving function later to be described 
herein. 
With continued reference to the polarization and reverse 

polarization assembly, the flow strip diagram of FIG. 3 shows 
an arbitrary “starting reference point' at the bus block 
module 54. At this point normal polarity occurs in the main 
bus ducts 110 and 112. At other modules in the system where 
the above mentioned reverse polarity occurs this is indicated 
by an "R" on the flow strip diagram of FIG. 3. 
Each standard conduit module is provided with arrows 291, 

some of which are shown located on one side of the module 
adjacent to the flow path interfaces. Normal assembly 
(polarized) of modules occurs with all arrows at the same side 
of each module. Reverse assembly of a module (reverse 
polarization) is specified with arrows on opposite side of as 
sembly. “Polarized Assembly' beings with arrows on the "- 
Starting Module' such as a "center block' or a "bus block', 
etc., acting as the reference positions. (Reverse Polarization is 
indicated in an IMC Flow Strip station by an (R) in the upper 
center of the station.) 

Reference is next made to safety relief valve module 46 
shown mounted in the control apparatus in FIG. 1 and illus 
trated in detail in FIGS. 33-38 and schematically in FIG. 51. 
Module 46 is a typical universal valve module programmed to 
function as a safety relief valve between the pressure and drain 
ducts 110 and 112 of bus assembly 42. FIG. 3 shows such 
safety relief valve 46 as being located in parallel across main 
bus ducts of the bus assembly 42. 
With reference to FIGS. 51, pressurized duct 110 in bus as 

sembly 42 communicates with inlet port 244 of safety relief 
valve 46 and drain duct 112 of the bus assembly commu 
nicates with line 238 of safety relief valve 46. 

It should be pointed out that safety relief valve 46, FIG. 51, 
represents a programmed assembly of an universal power flow 
valve module indicated generally at 222 and an universal 
signal flow valve module indicated generally at 228. 

It should also be mentioned that the schematic illustration 
of power flow module 222, FIG. 51, illustrates the selected 
programming of various spool springs, orifices, etc. incor 
porated in the universal power flow module of the present in 
vention. 

Referring next to the sectional view of FIG. 38, structurally 
the module 222 includes a housing 180 in which is mounted a 
valve sleeve 182 which contains a power spool 184. This spool 
and associated valve elements in combination represent the 
universal power flow valve module that can be programmed to 
provide all types of flow-switching and modulating functions 
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in fluid power control systems. The valve spool 184 is actuated 
in sleeve 12 by the action of control spring 194 acting on a 
control spring adapter 196 which is slideably mounted on a 
spool extension 198 and confined in the assembly by the abut 
ment 197 on the sleeve in one direction, and by a shoulder 201 
on spring housing 192 in the opposite direction. Control 
spring 194, FIG. 38, urges spool 184 inwardly in sleeve 182 
until control spring adapter 196 engages the upper end of the 
sleeve. Referring to the opposite end of the spool, a reset 
spring adapter 226 engages the left end 295 of spool i84 and 
is in force-transmitting relationship with the spool. Spring 230 
acts on reset spring adapter 226 and biases the spool into con 
tact with the spring and spacer arrangement on the opposite 
end. Spring 230 reacts against the housing via a spring-retain 
ing plug 232, and the spool 184 is thereby held at a normally 
closed position all ports, relative to sleeve 182 as shown in 
F.G.38. 

It should be mentioned that control spring adapter 196 
slideably receives spool extension 198 such that upon applica 
tion of fluid pressure in chamber 348, spool 184 can shift to 
the left against the force of the opposite reset spring 230 with 
spool extension 198 functioning as a spring adapter guide. 
Spring 194 and spring adapter. 196 do not move to the left but 
remain stationary in their position of FIG. 38 as spool 184 
moves to the left and remains guided and centered by spool 
extension 198. This arrangement permits spool 184 to be 
shifted to the left of its normal position only by the hydraulic 
pressure and not by mechanical action of spring 194. 

Conversely, if hydraulic pressure is applied to the opposite 
left end 295 of spool 184 via chamber 346 and orifices 234 in 
spring adapter 226, control spring 194 and spring adapter 196 
are compressed to the right until spring adapter 196 is stopped 
by a shoulder 201 on spring housing 192. 

It will now be understood that spool 184 is shiftably 
mounted between two springs with control spring 194 being of 
greater force magnitude than reset spring 230, thereby 
establishing the normal centered position of spool 184 within 
its sleeve 182. However, hydraulic pressure applied to either 
end of spool 14 will move the spool in a respective direction 
against the opposite spring and when hydraulic pressure is 
removed from the spool ends the spool will return to its 
original spring center normal position. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 38 and 51, the signal flow 
valve elements for safety relief valve 46 are mounted in a 
signal flow valve module section 228 and include a signal 
spool 276 mounted in a sleeve 278 which in turn is mounted in 
a housing 203. The spool and sleeve arrangement is secured in 
the housing by a spring housing 280, FIGS. 38, which engages 
sleeve 278 at an end surface 205 to form a completed as 
sembly. Signal spool 276 is provided with an end adapter 207 
which in turn engages a ball 272 mounted in a spring retainer 
270. The upper end of a signal flow control spring 266 engages 
a second retainer 268 which in turn engages a ball 264 which 
is biased by stem 260. Such stem is provided with threads 209 
for longitudinal movement within its housing. The stem 260 is 
provided with an adjustment knob. 256 which is secured in 
place by setscrew 258 and a friction locknut 262. 

Signal spool 276 includes a left end 352 exposed to fluid in 
chamber 350, and as pressure is increased in this chamber the 
action opposes the forces generated by signal flow control 
spring 266 on the right of the spool. As pressure rises beyond 
the setting of the spring 266, the spool is shifted to the right to 
connect certain ports, later to be described, for delivering 
control pressures resulting from signal flow arrangements to 
power flow spool 183, previously described. 

Referring again to FIG. 51, the schematic of the safety relief 
valve 46, this diagram represents a combination multiple 
function valve module which can be programmed in many 
ways to accomplish a wide variety of flow control possibilities 
with the signal and power spool elements. The orifices and 
passage options are programmable by either installing or 
removing orifice elements and plugs from passages of an 
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of plugs and orifices to the various schematic diagrams of the 
present application is shown in FIG. 51-A. 

Referring again to FIG. 51, the particular programming of 
the modules for safety relief valve 46 and the specific arrange 
ment of control orifices and flow paths are shown using the 
symbols of FIG. 51-A. Flow enters port 244 via bus duct 10 
and it is directed via line 368 to recess port 218 of the sleeve 
and spool arrangement and pressurizes annular spool passage 
26, and is also reflected to end 295 of power spool 184 via 
passage 376, passage opening 320, and check valve 226 biased 
by reset spring 230. 

Pressurized fluid is also directed to chamber 348 at the op 
posite end of power spool 184 via recess 218, lines 382 and 
380, orifices 328, 302 and 308, and sleeve recess 372. The 
spool is therefore exposed to static pressures on each end as 
long as certain control flow situations do not occur, as will 
later be described, and the spool rcmains in its normally 
closed position as determinca by control spring 194. 
With continued reference to FIG. 51, pressurized fluid is 

also conveyed via orifice 318 and passage 296 to the end 352 
of signal spool 276 at chamber 350. The opposite end of signal 
spool 276 is controlled via recess 364, passage 252, including 
opening 312, opening 324 in passage 252, valve outlet port 
238, and bus drain duct 112 leading to reservoir 74. 
As seen in FIG. 51, spring 266 biases signal spool 276 

against the hydraulic pressure acting on the spool end 352. 
Action of such pressure on spool end 352 will move the signal 
spool against spring 266 to open certain ports and thereby 
develop signal flow for pilot operation of the power flow spool 
184 in module 222, later to be described. 

Referring again to FIG. 51 and particularly to both power 
spool 184 and signal spool 276 in their normally closed posi 
tions illustrated, one can trace the action of the safety relief 
valve upon a rise in pressure from pressurized bus duct 110. 
As pressure in the system rises, it is directed to the end 352 of 
signal spool 276. As this pressure rises above the selected 
setting of spring 266, the signal spool begins to move in the 
direction to compress the spring. It will be noted here that just 
prior to the pressure level at which the spool moves, the 
passage 296 is connected via chamber 350 to the annular 
spool passage 356 at the forward spool-throttling land 211 
which communicates with passage 294 and henceforth 
through passage opening 316, orifice 306, recess 372 and 
chamber 348 at the end of power spool 184. It will now be un 
derstood that there is a dual flow path for the pressurized fluid 
to chamber 384 at the end of power spool 184 to insure that 
the static pressure is the same at the starting point of the con 
trol action. Now, then, as signal spool 276 moves downward, 
responsive to pressure rise, the communication of chamber 
350 to passage 294 via annular flow passage 276 in the spool is 
closed, whereby it is made ineffective for subsequent opera 
tion. Also pressurized fluid exists in passage 314, having been 
reflected through orifices 328 and 302 from line 380, and is 
communicated through recess 360 and annular spool passage 
362, to throttling land 213 which is shown in its normal closed 
position with respect to the recess port 364 and low-pressure 
return line 252 leading to reservoir 74. 
As signal spool 276 continues to move downwardly under 

the rise of pressure, throttling land 213 begins to open recess 
port 364 and pilot flow begins to flow via passage 162, passage 
opening 314, and this develops a pressure drop from passage 
380 across orifice 302 and 328. This pressure drop is essen 
tially reflected across the opposite ends of the power spool 
184, one end 295 being essentially at line pressure and the 
other end 248 being essentially at a reduced pressure deter 
mined by the pressure which exists in line 314 as the flow 
develops across the control orifices mentioned. This pressure 
drop across the power flow spool 184 begins to move such 
spool against control spring 194. The passage 216 which has 
been at maximum pressure level is then communicated, by the 
action of throttling land 215 being opened, to recess port 208 
as the power spool begins to further open and so power flow 

universal passage arrangement. The legend for the application 75 develops from bus duct 110 via passages 368 and 216, to 
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recess passage 208 and passage 252, port 238, bus return duct 
112 and henceforth to reservoir 74. 

It will now be seen that action of the signal spool 276 is to 
pilot operate power spool 184 into a modulating open position 
responsive to pressure in pressurized bus duct 110. If the pres 
sure tends to increase significantly, the multiple spool actions 
result in further opening of power spool 184 such that the en 
tire flow, if necessary, will be conducted into low-pressure 
passage 252 and henceforth to reservoir at the operating pres 
sure sensed by the signal spool 276. Therefore, complete 
release of flow from the system is accomplished and limiting of 
the pressure in the duct 110 is effected. Conversely, if pres 
sure in bus duct 110 begins to fall below a preset value, as 
determined by the setting of signal spring 266, then the signal 
spool will begin to move toward its normally closed position in 
a modulating manner and the control flow developed across 
orifice 302 will be diminished and therefore the pressure drop 
applied to the power spool 184 will be lower and control 
spring 194 will return power spool 184 toward its closed posi 
tion in a modulating manner. Flow will then be reduced from 
recess port 218 to recess port 208 across the throttling land 
215 and the valve will begin to close and restore the system to 
its original state of pressure and flow. 
A further reduction of the pressure, sensed by signal spring 

266, will eventually open the throttling land 211 of the signal 
spool 276 such that chamber 350 is once again communicated 
with annular spool recess 354 and pressurized fluid is rapidly 
directed to the lower end of the power spool 184 via passage 
opening 316 and orifice 306 as was the case before the pres 
sure rise occurred. This provides for a rapid equalization of 
pressure across the power spool whereby the springs can 
rapidly move the spool to its normally closed position. 

Certain orifices are installed in the universal passage ar 
rangement of the module housings, as shown in FIG. 51, for 
the purpose of damping and improving the response rate of 
the various elements. For example, orifice 322 is shown for 
controlling the flow from the end 395 of the power spool 184 
when it is returning to its normally closed position. Since flow 
discharging from the end 295 of the spool cannot return 
through check valve 226, biased by spring 230, such flow is 
forced to returf. through orifice 322 to the main pressurized 
line. This acco inplishes a damping or slowing up of the return. 
rate of the spool for purposes of stability in the power flow 
module. In a similar manner, orifice 318 communicating with 
chamber 350 at the end of signal spool 276 provides a damp 
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ing or slowing up of fluid flow as it effects the operation of 
such spool. 

Also, certain vibrations or pulsations occuring in the pres 
surized line are reduced or prevented by orifice 318 from act 
ing directly on end 352 of signal spool 276. This provides sta 
bilizing and tends to prevent chatter and unstable conditions 
during control operations. Similarly, orifice 306 provides for a 
high resistance to flow discharging from the end of power 
spool 184 when the power spool is required to open rapidly. 
The discharge flow through orifice 306 would normally be 
combined with the pressure flow across orifice 302 to act 
through the signal spool 276 at the throttling land 213 when it 
is in its opening position. If this flow were too high, the power 
spool 184 could open too rapidly and cause excessive oscilla 
tions, but orifice 308 limits the rate at which power spool 184 
can open responsive to signal spool 276. 

Orifice 306 is essentially a similar damping orifice which 
acts in conjunction with orifice 318 to control the rate at 
which fluid is allowed to proceed into the chamber 348 at the 
end of power spool 184. However, this does not affect the 
direct pulsation level at the end of signal spool 276 as was the 
case with orifice 318. 

Orifice 328, FIG. 51, shown with a wire insert and called out 
at 4 in the code, FIG. 51-A, is provided with a larger orifice 
characteristic and the essential function of this arrangement is 
to provide a certain amount of filtering of particles due to the 
wire insert. It presents an annular orifice characteristic and is 
not so subject to being clogged by a single particle of con 
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taminate. A round hole orifice or single-hole orifice would 
have this sensitivity to a single foreign particle. It will now be 
seen that such orifice 328 provides a certain degree of single 
chip filtration to the other important control orifices in the ar 
rangement. 
As seen in FIGS. 38 and 51, the fluid chamber indicated at 

188 represents an unusually large volume of hydraulic fluid 
provided at the end of power spool 184 which volume pro 
vides a capacitive or resilient effect on the spool during rapid 
pressure-changing conditions, 
As previously mentioned, when the throttling land 211 has 

been shut by the action of pressure on signal spool 276, there 
is a high resistance orifice arrangement in the path for pres 
surized flow from line 368 to recess 372 and chamber 348 on 
the end of the spool 184. Flow cannot arrive at recess 372 very 
rapidly, through such high resistance path, whereby the pres 
sure acting on power spool 184 at the opposite end 295 tends 
to move the spool downwardly against capacitive chamber 
188 thereby compressing the fluid therein. This action pro 
vides a more rapid movement of power spool 184 to the open 
position than would normally be possible without such 
resilient capacitive chamber 188. This occurs at rather rcia 
tively high frequency and is limited by orifices previously men 
tioned. The action that is obtained is to improve the quality of 
control since it provides a rate of change sensing of system 
pressure and allows the spool to rapidly open. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 1-3, 44-49, 50 and 54 
for the purposes of describing the operation of the pressure 
compensated flow control valve module 100 and reverse 
check valve module 434 combination which is generally 
shown on the strip chart of FIG. 3 at 100 and 434. This valve 
and check arrangement functions to control the flow to 
cylinder 106 from branch duct 138 of branch assembly 132. 
Reverse check valve module 434, FIGS. 49, 50 and 54, is in 
terposed between side block 98 and pressure-compensated 
flow control valve module 00 as seen in FIG. 1 and flow is 
directed from pressurized branch duct 138 to inlet port 474 of 
reverse check valve module 434 and proceeds to an inlet 
passage 244 of flow control valve module 100. Flow is blocked 
from proceeding through opening 450, FIGS. 50 and 54, by a 
check valve 102 and plug 454. Flow to port 220 is also 
directed to the top end of the spool 184 through line 376 and 
passage opening 320 and check valve 226 and pressure is thus 
directed to side 295 of power spool 184. The flow also 
proceeds through orifice 416 and opening 414 to sleeve recess 
210 through annular passage 204, port 202 and line 242 and 
hence to port 478 which communicates with drain duct 140 of 
branch assembly 32 and therefore proceeds to the rod side of 
power cylinder 106 as seen in FIG. 3. Pressurized fluid is also 
delivered from the other side of orifice 416, FIG. 54, to 
passage 410 and opening 412 to end 348 of power spool 184. 
The pressure drop across orifice 416 then is reflected across 
power spool in a manner such that an increasing pressure drop 
tends to move the spool against the bias of control 194, which 
has been holding the spool in a normally open position con 
necting port 210 to port 202. Flow proceeding through orifice 
416 and through power spool 184 is throttled at port 210 by 
the action of the pressure drop across orifice 416 against the 
combined spring forces of springs 194 and 230 acting to main 
tain the spool in a normally open position. If the flow varies for 
any reason, such as the occurrence of a pressure drop across 
the orifice, the spool acts to throttle the back pressure on ori 
fice 416 to maintain a relatively constant flow across the ori 
fice to provide a pressure-compensating flow control device. 
The check valve module 434, FIG. 54, is programmed with 

passages obstructed at plugs 454 and 456 to provide a return 
flow path from ports 478 to 474 when the flow is reversed. 
Therefore, when flow is directed from branch duct 140 lead 
ing from power cylinder 106 to port 178, it is directed through 
opening 458 and check valve 102 to supply fluid to line 474 
with very light resistance being provided by spring 442 acting 
on check valve 102. Therefore on a reverse flow basis the flow 
is directed to bypass the pressure-compensated flow control 
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valve 100, without being restricted by the action of said flow 
control valve. 
With continued reference to FIG. 54, pressure compensated 

flow control valve 100 includes an orifice 322 that functions 
as a damping orifice for controlling the rate of movement of 
spool 184 for stability reasons. 

It should be mentioned that the two valve modules of FIGS. 
38 and 48, described above, are examples of different pro 
gramming of the universal valve module and in the structures 
certain major valve elements arc identical and standard so as 
to permit the selective programming of the different valve 
modules. The following parts are the same: spool 184, sleeve 
182, spring adapter 196, spring 194, spring housing 192, reset 
check valve 226, and reset spring 230, all of which represent 
the basic multiple-function components of the universal 
power flow valve module that permit the programming of a 
wide variety of modulating and flow-switching functions. The 
various orifices, springs, spacers and other standard valve 
components are utilized on a programmed basis to provide 
operation of the device for various selected valve functions. It 
should be pointed out that in the case of the pressure-compen 
sated flow control valve 100, FIGS. 48 and 54, the power 
spool 184 is shown shifted to a normally open position by the 
action of a spacer 406 so that port 210 is normally open to 
port 202 via annular spool passage 204 for normally open 
operation adapted to be pressure biased closed against the ac 
tion of control springs 194 and 230. 
As seen in FIGS. 38-A and 48, spacer 406 has been in 

stalled so as to position spool 184 in a left position, as com 
pared to its position of FIG. 38-B thereby compressing spring 
230. The spool 184 is, however, adapted for additional move 
ment to the left with its guide portion 198 still retained in 
spring adapter 196. The function of control spring 194 is to 
bias spring adapter 196 against the right end of sleeve 182. If 
pressure is developed across power spool 184 in a direction to 
shift it to the right, then the spool transmits force to spacer 
406 which in turn shifts spring adapter 196 to the right com 
pressing control spring 194. Spacer 196 permits spool move 
ment back to inner surface 201 in spring housing 192 before 
stopping the spool movement. Hence it will be seen that the 
structure just described provides for programming the power 
spool 184 for normally open operation merely by the installa 
tion of a simple spool spacer 406 with the continued provision 
of control pressure forces on the end of the spool to force it to 
close the proper porting by axial shifting movement in sleeve 
182. The general arrangement is such that control spring 194 
on the right end of the spool 184, FIG. 48, is stronger in force 
level than reset spring 230 on the left end of spool, said reset 
spring 230 transmitting force to spool 184 via spring adapter 
226 and spool stop 226. Pressure at the right end of the spool 
184 will still compress reset spring 230 until the spool is 
stopped by the action of spring adapter 226 engaging an inner 
shoulder 97 on housing 180-A. Spool movement in the op 
posite direction is terminated when spring adapter 196 en 
gages inner surface or shoulder 201 on spring housing 192. It 
will now be understood that spool 184 can be shifted in either 
direction by pressure forces applied at opposite ends of the 
spool, but the spool movement is terminated by the spring 
adapter 226 engaging valve housing 180-A or by spring 
adapter 196 engaging spring housing 192, and yet the flow is 
established in a selected manner at the beginning of the con 
trol function by the action of the two springs 194 and 230 and 
their respective spring adapters which means that one can 
establish a precise positioning of the normal location of the 
spool. The control springs acting on power spool 184 do not 
function in an uncontrolled manner, but are controlled by the 
above-described elements that limit the spring effects on the 
spool movement and generally the effect of each control 
spring is confined to the respective spool end at which the 
spring is functioning with such spring effect being isolated 
from the opposite spool end when required. 

Referring again to FIG. 48, an adjuster assembly indicated 
generally at 104 is provided for controlling an orifice 416 
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which is the basic flow control orifice previously described. By 
turning adjustment knob. 256, axial movement is imparted to 
adjusting stem 209 which moves a spacer 432 rod extension 
420, and orifice poppet 418 in such a manner as to vary an an 
nular orifice area generally indicated at 416 to provide more 
or less flow as may be required. It will now be seen that a 
selected setting of adjuster assembly 104 will present a par 
ticular orifice area for flow to be controlled, and the action of 
the pressure drop across orifice 416 on power spool 184 is 
such as to cause a pressure-compensating action in a manner 
to maintain constant pressure drop across orifice 416 and 
maintain a relatively constant flow. 

Referring again to FIG. 48, a spacer 400 is shown inter 
posed between the outer end of control spring 194 and a 
shoulder 394 on spring housing 192 which spacer 400 pro 
vides additional precompression of spring 194 whereby it ex 
erts a greater bias force on spool 184 which is merely for the 
purpose of raising the pressure drop required across orifice 
416 and therefore across power spool 184. It will be un 
derstood that the programming of spacer 400 over control 
spring 194 establishes a higher pressure drop level at which 
valve module is operated and has its effects on the accuracy 
and capacity of the module. This is part of the general pro 
gramming procedures that are obtainable with the above 
described control springs, spacer adapter, spool stop, spacer 
and orifices. 

It should be mentioned that in programming of the safety re 
lief valve 46, FIGS. 38 and 38-B, the spacer 400 was omitted 
permitting control spring 194 to directly engage the spring 
housing 192 at shoulder 394 which established a lower pres 
sure level due to relatively low spring force exerted on spool 
184 for the particular programming. This is established for 
reasons of accuracy and stability, since the operational 
requirements for a relief valve are different from those of a 
flow control valve. 

Reference is next made to the counterbalance valve with 
reverse check valve indicated generally at 90 in FIGS. 1 and 3 
and illustrated diagrammatically in FIG. 53. This valve com 
bination 90 is made up of the basic power flow valve module 
222, the signal flow valve module 228, and the reverse check 
valve module 434-A. The numeral 434-A indicates a different 
programming for the reverse check valve module as compared 
to the same basic 434 module previously described. 
With reference to FIG. 53, the power flow valve module 

222 operates essentially the same as previously described that 
portion of safety relief valve 46, FIGS. 38 and 51, when the 
flow is being passed through the counterbalance valve 90 from 
port 474 to port 476 in a forward direction through the valve. 
Also, the signal flow valve module 228, including signal spool 
276, operates the same as the signal flow valve module of the 
safety relief valve 46 previously described where the signal 
module across orifice 302 develops a pressure drop to move 
power spool 184 in the open direction permitting flow to 
occur from passage 474 to passage 376 leading to the spool 
end. 
The reverse check valve module 434-A, FIG. 53, is com 

bined with the power flow valve module 222 to provide a 
reverse check programming of operating in a reverse direction 
to be described. 

In the forward direction of operation, just described, the 
check valve 94 is inoperative since a plug 450 is installed and 
no flow is permitted in the direction of inlet port 474. Now 
flow passing through power spool 84 is precisely the same as 
previously described with respect to the spool being con 
trolled by the signal flow module 228. It will be noted from 
F.G. 53 that signal flow module 228 includes a passage 252 
that communicates back to reservoir via drain port 476, side 
arm duct 42, branch duct 140 and bus duct 12, FIG. 3. 
Hence it will be seen that the ball check valve 94 is inoperative 
during the forward direction of operation of counterbalance 
valve 90. 

In the reverse direction of operation of valve 90 where flow 
is coming into port 476 and trying to find its way to port 474, 
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operation is different. The power spool 184 is in a normally 
closed position and the chamber at end 207 of signal spool 
276 is communicated to pressure via passage 252 and hence 
the other end 352 will be at the pressure of port 474. Inlet 
pressure at port 476 holds signal spool 276 closed so that 
signal flow is not occurring at this stage of operation. The 
return flow from port 476 is delivered to sleeve recess port 
208 at the power spool 184 and is obstructed by such spool 
being in a closed position. However, flow is also directed 
through unplugged passage portion 456 in check plate module 
434-A and through the ball check 94 and unplugged passage 
portion 454 to passage 366 that communicates with chamber 
348 at the end 295 of power spool 184. Flow to passage 376 is 
checked by the check valve 220 in chamber 348 and can only 
procecd through orifice 322 via passage 320, 376 and finally 
into housing recess 218, spool recess 216 and passage 368 
which connect with the port 474 of the check valve module. 
This completes the reverse flow path for the signal flow. It 
should be mentioned that a very small signal flow is 
established since orifice 322 is programmed as a small orifice. 
Hence not much flow can develop through the check valve 
pilot flow path. However, the flow resistance to chamber 348 
at the end of power spool 184, FIG. 53, is relatively low and a 
relatively high pressure develops in this chamber and on spoof 
end 295 which biases power spool 184 in the direction to open 
port 208 to port 218 in the reverse direction for high flow. In 
this way the ball check 94 performs the function of directing 
signal flow into the orifice 322 to develop back pressure on 
power spool 184 to move it against control spring 194 to the 
full open position connecting ports 208 and 218 via annular 
spool recess 216. The essential advantage realized is that a 
small size check valve is arranged to operate the power spool 
in such a manner as to open it in a reverse direction using a 
small signal flow to accomplish a large reverse opening of the 
spool which would not normally be possible since the spool is 
in a normally closed position. Also this eliminates the necessi 
ty of the very large check valve arrangement for handling the 
full flow around the power spool elements. So in a sense power 
spool 184 is utilized as a reverse check valve of high capacity 
when it is operated from the small signal check 94 in the 
manner described. In all cases during the reverse flow of this 
counterbalance valve module 90, signal spool 276 has been 
maintained shut by providing back pressure at the spring end 
207 of the spool whereby it performs no pilot action of coun 
teracting the opening of the spool. 

Furthermore the end 348 of power spool 184, which is 
biased by control spring 194, is connected during this reverse 
flow action via housing recess 372 to orifices 308, 302,328, 
passages 380, 382, and open passage portion 326 to the port 
218 so that the pressure drop across power spool 184 is in the 
reverse direction caused by the signal check 94. Hence there 
is a natural pressure drop across the port to open it in the 
direction to connect port 476 to 474 without any further 
operations within the valve. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 1, 3, 43 and 55, for 
description of the cross relief valve modules 24-28. These 
valves are mounted in left branch assembly 130, FIGS. 1 and 
3, for controlling the rotary fluid motor 108 and more particu 
larly for relieving excessive pressure to the motor during 
stopping or reversing the direction of rotation of the motor. 
This description relates to both relief valve modules 24 and 28 
both of which include the same universal spool and associated 
elements. These are mounted in a module housing 180-B 
which is essentially the same as housing 180-A used with the 
other valve modules previously described. Housing 180-B 
does not have signal passages on the top side for connection 
with a signal flow valve module and includes only a minor 
amount of interconnecting drillings required for basic valve 
functions. The present housing 180-B is essentially the same 
with respect to its size interfaces 99 and ports such that when 
it is being manufactured it can be fabricated from a standard 
universal body previously described with respect to relief 
valve 46 and the counterbalance valve 90. Hence it will be un 
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20 
derstood that the more complex signal passage arrangement 
need be provided only where the particular programming 
requires it. 
With continued reference to FIGS. 43 and 55, dome 186-A 

is modified as compared to dome 186 of the previously 
described valve modules in that a hole is provided in the top 
side for the mounting of a spring adjuster mechanism 38-40 
and the standard spring housing 280 is mounted in such hole. 
The same previously described adjusting knob. 256 and stem 
209 are used here, but a new set of parts are used comprising 
spring adapter 490 utilized to mount the end of a heavy spring 
492 which is mounted at its other end by a spring retainer 494 
and a pivotal ball 496 which engages the standard adapter 196 
engaging power spool 184 and performing the stop functions 
for the spool as previously described. The action of this stan 
dard interchangeable modular assembly on the standard 
power spool 184 is to bias the spool with a relatively heavy 
spring force so that direct pressure control can be utilized 
without the need for pilot operation of spool 184 where only 
low-pressure requirements are present for operating, for cx 
ample, a low-pressure fluid motor 108. This essentially 
represents direct spring operation of the universal power flow 
valve module 222, rather than pilot operation by the signal 
flow valve module 228 previously described. This provides a 
more simple and economical programming for certain types of 
control of low-pressure systems. It also is applicable to Some 
control systems where higher degree of response or a more 
positive action is required since pilot operated valves in 
herently tend to be slower in response and more vulnerable to 
erratic operation under certain control conditions. 
With reference to the cross relief valve generally indicated 

at 28 in FIGS. 1 and 3, one side of fluid motor 108 is con 
nected to inlet port 244 of the cross relief valve by branch 
duct 134 whereby pressurized fluid is available for driving the 
motor in one direction via sleeve recess 220. This flow is 
blocked by a plug 416 in passage 177 and is directed through 
unplugged passage portion 320 through check valve 226 to 
end 295 of power spool 184. This pressure then in the branch 
duct 134 is acting on spool 184 against the bias of spring 492 
which has been set by control adjuster 40. Spool 184 is nor 
mally closed before actuation so that passage 220 is not con 
nected to passage 214 with port 240 blocked from port 238. 
Such normally closed programming of power spool 184 is 
established by omitting spool spacer 406, FIG. 38-A, which 
spacer was used in programming the flow control valve 
module 100 and omitted in programming the safety relief 
valve module 46 and the counterbalance module 90. 

In operation of the cross relief valve 28, as pressure rises in 
branch passage 134 it is reflected via port 244 to the end 295 
of power spool 184 which pressure opposes spring 492 and 
forces the spool to begin to move against the action of the 
spring 492. Subsequent rise in pressure beyond the selected 
setting of control adjuster 40 opens port 220 to port 214 via 
spool recess 216 thereby connecting passages 238 and 244. In 
effect, if the pressure at motor 108 is as high as the setting of 
the valve, flow in branch duct 134 is directed in a short circuit 
manner around the motor to branch duct 136 and pressure 
across the motor is thereby limited. 
With reference to FIGS. 43 and 55, chamber 498 that 

houses spring 492 is maintained at the lower pressure of drain 
port 238 during operation by passage 410 and sleeve recess 
214 which connect chamber 498 with said drain port 238. As 
a result the pressure at inlet port 244 is measured against the 
force of spring 492 without any back pressure in spring 
chamber 498. Having described how power spool 184 opens 
as the pressure rises, as pressure falls at inlet port 244 con 
nected to branch duct 134, the spool then returns to its nor 
mally closed position by the action of spring 492 opposing the 
pressure in line 244 and shuts off the flow from inlet port 244 
to port drain 238. 

In operating motor 108 the reverse direction, if higher pres 
sure is present at port 238 and port 244 is at low pressure, 
power spool 184 being in the normally closed position acts as 
a complete block to flow and therefore no flow can occur. 
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The operation of the other cross relief valve 24, FIGS. 1 and 
3, is the same as that of cross relief valve 28 but in the reverse 
direction. Therefore, branch duct 136 is at pressure set by the 
control adjuster 38 of cross relief valve 24 and flow is directed 
from branch duct 136 to the other branch duct 134 by the ac 
tion of cross relief valve 24 in the same manner described 
previously for cross relief valve 26 but in the opposite 
direction, and once again power spool 184 is in its normally 
closed position; therefore, the two cross relief valves oppose 
each other in parallel across the branch ducts 136 and 134, 
with one operating in one direction and the other operating in 
the other direction so that pressure relief of the bidirectional 
flow through fluid motor 108 is effectively realized by inde 
pendent adjustments of the two valves. 

In general, the cross relief valves 24 and 28 represent sim 
plified pressure control valves and for purposes of economy 
and simplicity should be used under certain conditions. Also, 
it will now be understood that the universal power flow valve 
module can be changed in program to effect various control 
functions depending upon the requirements including spring 
operation of power spool 184 and signal flow operations either 
by flow signals or pressure signals or by pressure signals result 
ing from flow changes or in any other manner required for a 
particular control operation. 
With reference to FIGS. 43 and 38-A, a spacer 406 can be 

inserted over spool 184 to program the valve for normally 
open operation where the spool recess 204 connects ports 214 
and 202. A rise in pressure at port 244 will then cause nor 
mally open ports of 202 and 214 to be closed rather than 
opened as was the case when the valve of FIG. 43 is pro 
grammed for the cross relief operation as described above. 
When ports 220 and 214 are opened by a rise in pressure the 
spool spacer 406 effects a change in the programmed function 
of the spool similar to the change function described with 
respect to the pressure-compensated flow control valve of 
FIGS. 44-47 and 54. 

Reference is next made to FIGS. 1, 3 and 57, for purposes of 
describing a filter and relief valve module indicated generally 
at 62 and shown mounted on a series side block 58. This com 
bined module 62 performs both a filtering and bypass relief 
function. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 57 which is a schematic show 
ing of the filter and relief valve module, an inlet port 566 con 
nects with bus return duct 112, FIG. 3, and all return flow 
from the entire control system is directed into this passage. 
Flow passes into chamber 568, through filter element 179 
where it is filtered of contaminates and then to inner chamber 
570 from which it is released via passage 572 and line 580 to 
reservoir 74, FIG. 3. If for some reason filter element 179 
becomes clogged which produces an extra high pressure drop 
from chamber 568 to chamber 570 in the direction of flow, 
then flow is directed from chamber 568 through a check valve 
64 to passage 572 and henceforth to reservoir 74 via passage 
580. 
As seen in FIG. 57, check valve 64, biased closely by spring 

578 in passage 574 connects to chamber 568 by passage 574 
and the other side of the check valve connects to passage 572 
via passage 576. Spring 578 maintains the check valve 64 in a 
closed position until a predetermined pressure is present 
across the check valve sufficient to permit flow from chamber 
568 to passage 572. 

Reference is next made to FIG. 56 which is a flow diagram 
of a direct spring operated four-way valve 32 of FIGS. 1-3. 
Valve 32 is mounted on branch assembly from which the flow 
from pressurized bus duct 110 and branch duct 134, FIG. 3, is 
directed through the blocks to the pressure input port of the 
four-way valve 32 at module port 172 which connects with the 
pressure inlet port 526 in the diagrammatic view of FIG. 56. 
The flow is then directed to a sleeve recess port 514 with spool 
502 in a closed position so that the flow is blocked. 

In operation of four-way valve 32, the flow conducted from 
bus duct 110 to the inlet port of the four-way valve is directed 
from inlet port 514 to either port 516 or port 512 depending 
on the direction spool 502 is shifted responsive to energization 
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of solenoid actuators 498 or 500. If actuator 498 is energized, 
the spool is moved to open port 514 to port 512 and in FIG. 3 
flow occurs between port 172 to 176 and into branch duct 136 
to the fluid motor 108. Simultaneously as the port 514 is con 
nected to port 512, port 516 is also connected to 518 and 
therefore in FIG. 3 the flow from port 174 is direct to port 
178. 

If the other solenoid actuator 500 is energized, spool 502 is 
shifted to connect ports 514 and 516, and also port 512 is con 
nected to port 510. This conducts pressurized fluid to motor 
108 via the other branch duct 34 to operate the motor in a 
reverse direction. 

It will now be seen that the four-way valve directs flow to 
one port of the fluid motor while at the same time it drains the 
other port of the fluid motor to reservoir 74 via the drain ducts 
136 and 12 in the conduit modules. Hence it will be un 
derstood that the solenoid action on the four-way spool 
directly operates the four-way valve control to accomplish a 
four-way directional switching of the flows to and from motor 
108. 

Referring to FIGS. 1, 3 and 52, the other four-way valve 82 
mounted in branch assembly 132 serves as a flow-switching 
function for power cylinder 06, FIG. 52 diagrammatically il 
lustrates a pilot-operated four-way valve with a power section 
including a main spool 560 being shown at the left side of the 
diagram of FIG. 52. A signal section including a signal spool 
502-A is shown at the right side of the diagram of FIG.52 and 
such signal section is substantially the same as the direct 
spring four-way valve shown in FIG. 56. 

In operation, the solenoid-operated signal spool 502-A 
serves to operate a second stage four-way valve to provide 
directional flow control of the power flow. The pilot operated 
four-way of FIG. 52 is used instead of the direct spring four 
way valve of FIG. 56 for higher flow conditions for the same 
reasons as the pilot-operated modulating valves previously 
described. In these instances a solenoid-operated signal spool 
in signal section controls a very small signal flow that is ar 
ranged to shift a larger power spool that controls the main 
power flow without the requirement for larger solenoids. 

Referring particularly to operation of the pilot-operated 
four-way valve 82 of FIG. 52, the pressurized bus duct 110 of 
FIG. 3 conducts pressurized fluid to the four-way valve via 
branch duct 138 in center block 80 and such fluid is directed 
to port 150, FIG. 3. Port 150 in turn connects to valve inlet 
port 534 seen in the diagrammatic circuit of FIG. 52 and pres 
surized fluid is then delivered to housing recess port 548 
closed by power spool 560 in its normally closed position. A 
branch path in the circuit of the pilot-operated four-way valve 
is shown at line 582 which directs pressurized fluid to the 
signal section inlet port 526 so that pilot pressure is available 
at housing recess port 514 closed by signal spool 502-A as 
previously described. During normal operation, if solenoid 
498 is actuated, pressurized fluid from inlet port 534 is 
delivered via line 582 and 514, the latter being connected to 
housing recess port 512 by the action of the solenoid 498 and 
the pressurized fluid is then conveyed via ports 528, 530 and 
554 to end 558 of power spool 560. This shifts the power spool 
in a direction to connect pressurized port 548 to port 550 
whereby fluid is released out through port 532. This delivers 
fluid between module ports 150 and 154 in the flow sheet of 
FIG. 3 and thence through counterbalance valve 88 via line 
144 to power cylinder 106. 
At the same time, main spool 560 was shifted to connect 

port 548 to 550, port 546 is also connected to port 544 which 
connects the opposite side of power cylinder 106, FIG. 3, from 
pressurized branch duct 38 to module port 152 which con 
nects to module port 156 and ducts 140 and 112 back to reser 
voir. 

It should be mentioned that signal spool 502-A, FIG. 52, is 
arranged so that in its centered position ports 516 and 52 are 
vented to low pressure via ports 510 and 518 and ports 522 
and 538 leading back to reservoir 74. In this way it differs 
from signal spool 502 of FIG. 56. This permits springs 556 and 
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564 to center the power spool. Hence the schematic diagram 
of FIG. 52 shows port 512 connected to port 510 and port 518 
connected to port 520 when the spool is centered by the 
modified positions of the lands on the spool that are so ar 
ranged that they do not fully cover the sleeve recess ports 510 
and 518. This provides for the pilot operation and spool return 
to center. It will be noted that in the case of the direct spring 
operated four-way valve of FIG. 56 the spool lands cover 
sleeve recess ports 510 and 518 such that the valve is closed 
center with the two ports 510 and 518 isolated from reservoir 
for operation of the fluid motor. Hence it will be seen that 
there is necessarily a slight difference in the land configuration 
of the spool 502-A of the signal section of FIG. 52, but it is 
otherwise identical in operation to spool of the direct spring 
four-way valve in FIG. 56. In one instance the spool 502-A 
operates a main power spool 560, which in turn controls fluid 
motor 108, whereas in the other instance the spool 502 
directly controls fluid motor 108. 

claim: 
1. A fluid power control apparatus fabricated from a plurali 

ty of multiple-function standardized modules forming conduit 
ducts and having standardized conduit-porting configuration, 
said apparatus comprising, in combination, a standard conduit 
module including first and second standard interfaces, pro 
vided with said standard porting configuration, two main duct 
forming passages extending between said interfaces for the 
power flow of the system, and a third interface, power flow 
ports connectable within said conduit module with said two 
main duct-forming passages; and a power flow valve module 
including a standard mounting and porting interface having 
ports communicating with said ports in said third interface of 
said conduit module, said power flow valve module including 
a valve housing; a sleeve element including a first end forming 
a first spring stop, a second end forming a second spring stop 
and a sleeve guide for a spring adapter guide; a three-way 
spool shiftably mounted in said sleeve and including a first end 
provided with a longitudinally extending guide for a spring 
adapter and removable spacer and a second end; a first spring 
adapter on said guide including a shoulder arrested in one 
direction by said first spring stop and in the other direction by 
said housing; a first control spring of greater force magnitude 
between said first spring adapter and said housing; a second 
spring adapter shiftably mounted in said sleeve guide and in 
terposed between said second spool end and said housing, said 
second spring adapter including a shoulder arrested in one 
direction by said second spring stop and in the other direction 
by said housing; and a second control spring of lesser force 
magnitude between said second spring adapter and said hous 
ing. 

2. The apparatus defined in claim 1 wherein said housing in 
cludes passages communicating with said spool ends conduct 
ing control flows for operating said spool. 

3. The apparatus defined in claim 1 wherein said second end 
of said spool includes a control flow passage connecting said 
second spool end with a recess in said spool, said second 
spring adapter forming a control flow valve for said control 
flow passage. 

4. The apparatus defined in claim 1 wherein said second end 
of said spool includes a control flow passage connecting said 
second spool end with a recess in said spool, said second 
spring adapter forming a control flow valve for said control 
flow passage; and a flow restrictor passage through said 
second spring adapter and communicating with said control 
flow passage in said spool. 

5. A fluid power control apparatus fabricated from a plurali 
ty of multiple-function standardized modules forming conduit 
ducts and having standardized conduit-porting configuration, 
said apparatus comprising, in combination, a standard conduit 
module including first and second standard interfaces, pro 
vided with said standard porting configuration two main duct 
forming passages extending between said interfaces for the 
power flow of the system, and a third interface, power flow 
ports connectable within said conduit module with said two 
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main duct-forming passages; a power flow valve module in 
cluding a standard mounting and porting interface having 
ports communicating with said ports in said third interface of 
said conduit module; and means for selectively either inter 
rupting or opening one of said duct-forming passages to selec 
tively program parallel, series, and series-parallel power flow 
circuit connections between said valve module and said ducts. 

6. The control system of claim 5 that includes a standard 
parallel circuit side block module mounted to said standard 
conduit module at standard confronting interfaces. 

7. A fluid power control apparatus fabricated from a plurali 
ty of multiple-function standardized modules forming conduit 
ducts and having standardized conduit-porting configuration, 
said apparatus comprising, in combination, a standard conduit 
module including first and second standard interfaces, pro 
vided with said standard porting configuration two main duct 
forming passages extending between said interfaces for the 
power flow of the system, and a third interface, power flow 
ports connectable within said conduit module with said two 
main duct-forming passages; a power flow valve module in 
cluding a standard mounting and porting interface having 
ports communicating with said ports in said third interface of 
said conduit module, said power flow valve module including 
a multiple-function spool mechanism selectively adaptable for 
either normally open or normally closed operation; and means 
for selectively either interrupting or opening one of said duct 
forming passages to selectively program parallel, series, and 
series-parallel power flow circuit connections between said 
valve module and said ducts. 

8. A fluid power control apparatus fabricated from a plurali 
ty of multiple-function standardized modules forming conduit 
ducts and having standardized conduit-porting configuration, 
said apparatus comprising, in combination, a standard conduit 
module including first and second standard interfaces, pro 
vided with said standard porting configuration two main duct 
forming passages extending between said interfaces for the 
power flow of the system, and a third interface, power flow 
ports connectable within said conduit module with said two 
main duct-forming passages; and a power flow valve module 
including a standard mounting and porting interface having 
ports communicating with said ports in said third interface of 
said conduit module, said power flow valve module including 
a valve housing; a sleeve element including a first and forming 
a first spring stop, a second end forming a second spring stop 
and a sleeve guide for a spring adapter guide; a three-way 
spool shiftably mounted in said sleeve and including a first end 
provided with a longitudinally extending guide for a spring 
adapter and removable spacer and a second end; a first spring 
adapter on said guide including a shoulder arrested in one 
direction by said first spring stop and in the other direction by 
said housing; a first control spring of greater force magnitude 
between said first spring adapter and said housing; a second 
spring adapter shiftably mounted in said sleeve guide and in 
terposed between said second spool end and said housing, said 
second spring adapter including a shoulder arrested in one 
direction by said second spring stop and in the other direction 
by said housing; a second control spring of lesser force mag 
nitude between said second spring adapter and said housing; 
and means for selectively either interrupting or opening one of 
said duct-forming passages to selectively program parallel, se 
ries, and series-parallel power flow circuit connections 
between said valve module and said ducts. 

9. The apparatus defined in claim 8 wherein said housing in 
cludes passages communicating with said spool ends conduct 
ing control flows for operating said spool. 

10. The apparatus defined claim 8 wherein said second end 
of said spool includes a control flow passage connecting said 
second spool end with a recess in said spool, said second 
spring adapter forming a control flow valve for said passage. 

11. The apparatus defined in claim 8 wherein said second 
end of said spool includes a control flow passage connecting 
said second spool end with a recess in said spool, said second 
spring adapter forming a control flow valve for said passage; 
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and a flow restrictor passage through said second spring 
adapter and communicating with said control flow passage in 
said spool. 

12. A hydraulic control system comprising, in combination, 
a plurality of conduit modules provided with interfaces having 
standardized conduit-porting configuration and forming a bus 
assembly including a pressurized bus duct communicating 
with a source of pressurized fluid and a fluid return bus duct 
communicating with reservoir; a second plurality of conduit 
modules forming a branch assembly including first and second 
branch ducts communicating with said bus ducts, said branch 
assembly comprising a standard conduit module provided with 
first and second interfaces and including standard porting con 
figuration joined to interfaces of adjacent conduit modules in 
said branch that includes said standard porting configuration, 
and a third valve-mounting interface; valve means mounted on 
said third valve-mounting interface of said conduit module, 
said conduit module including first passage means leading 
from said ducts to said valve and second passage means lead 
ing from said valve back to said ducts. 

13. The control system defined in claim 12 wherein said 
valve means effects a flow-switching function between certain 
branch ducts on one side of said conduit module and certain 
other branch ducts on the other side of conduit module. 

14. The control system defined in claim 12 wherein said 
valve means effects a flow-modulating function on the ducts of 
said branch assembly. 

15. The control system defined in claim 12 wherein said 
valve means comprises a standard power flow valve module 
that includes a multiple-function spool and sleeve mechanism 
selectively adaptable for either normally open or normally 
closed operation. - 

6. The control system defined in claim 12 wherein said 
valve means comprises a standard power flow valve module 
that includes a valve housing; a sleeve element including a first 
end forming a first spring stop, a second end forming a second 
spring stop and a sleeve guide for a spring adapter guide; a 
three-way spool shiftably mounted in said sleeve and including 
a first end provided with a longitudinally extending guide for a 
spring adapter and removable spacer and a second end; a first 
spring adapter on said guide including a shoulder arrested in 
one direction by said first spring stop and in the other 
direction by said housing; a first control spring of greater force 
magnitude between said first spring adapter and said housing; 
a second spring adapter shiftably mounted in said sleeve guide 
and interposed between said second spool end and said hous 
ing, said second spring adapter including a shoulder arrested 
in one direction by said second spring stop and in the other 
direction by said housing; and a second control spring of lesser 
force magnitude between said second spring adapter and said 
housing. 

17. The control system defined in claim 12 wherein the 
duct-forming passages of certain of said modules include ob 
structing means for converting the flow in said ducts between 
series and parallel flow relationships. 

18. A fluid power control apparatus fabricated from a plu 
rality of multiple-function standardized components compris 
ing, in combination, a center block comprising a first plurality 
of parallel duct-forming passages extending in one direction to 
a first plurality of ports in a first conduit interface, a second 
plurality of duct-forming passages extending. in a second 
direction to second ports in a second conduit interface, each 
of said first and second conduit interfaces including rod 
mounting means and seals for said ports, said center block in 
cluding a valve-mounting interface provided with a plurality of 
valve passages communicating with said duct-forming 
passages; a valve block including a flow-switching element 
mounted on said valve-mounting interface; a first series of side 
blocks forming branch ducts and comprising a first branch end 
interface including ports, seals and rod-mounting means that 
register with said corresponding elements on said first center 
block interface; and a second series of side blocks forming 
branch flow passages and comprising a second branch end in 
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terface including ports, seals and rod-mounting means that re 
gister with said corresponding elements on said second center 
block interface. 

19. A fluid power control apparatus comprising, in com 
bination, a plurality of standardized modular components 
joined together at interfaces provided with interfaces having 
standardized conduit-porting configuration, each of said com 
ponents including a plurality of passages having ports that re 
gister with ports and aligned passages in a next successive 
component, certain of said components including a side inter 
face provided with said standard porting configuration for the 
mounting of a branch assembly of said standardized modular 
components, said side interface including transverse passages 
and ports adapted to register with said first-mentioned ports. 

20. The fluid power control apparatus of claim 19 wherein 
said modules are fastened together with spaced rods and 
wherein said passages are offset from center with respect to 
said rods, said passages including interface seals that extend 
into said ports in opposite directions from said interface and 
thereby align said passages. 
2. The steps in the method of constructing a hydraulic con 

trol system comprising: depicting the hydraulic flow circuit on 
a two-dimensional flow strip diagram of modular components 
adjacently positioned to form a dual-duct flow system; select 
ing standard modules forming conduit ducts and having stan 
dardized conduit-porting configuration adapted to be assem 
bled in a three-dimensional array to provide the preselected 
circuit of said two-dimensional flow diagram; and assembling 
said modules in a three-dimensional structural array to pro 
vide said system. 

22. The method defined in claim 21 that includes a center 
block module sandwiched between adjacent modules and a 
valve module mounted on said center block module for con 
trolling the flow between ducts in said adjacent modules. 

23. The method defined in claim 21 wherein said modules 
include standard spacings of the ports in their interfaces. 

24. The method defined in claim 21 wherein said modules 
are assembled with standard interface seals disposed in con 
fronting recesses at connecting ports. 

25. A conduit system for a fluid power control apparatus 
fabricated from a plurality of standardized conduit modules 
that can be assembled in a plurality of arrays and provided 
with a plurality of selected external valving arrangements, said 
conduit system comprising a first assembly of conduit 
modules, each of said modules including a standardized con 
duit interface configuration that registers with the interface 
configuration of other modules and including main power flow 
passages that communicate to form main power flow ducts for 
the first assembly and a side interface; a second assembly of 
conduit modules, each of said modules including a stan 
dardized conduit interface configuration that registers with 
the interface configuration of other modules, and including 
main power flow passages to form main power flow ducts for 
the second assembly, certain of said conduit modules includ 
ing an end interface that registers with said side interface or 
said first assembly for connecting the respective power flow 
ducts of the two assemblies, certain of said conduit modules 
including a side valve-mounting interface provided with 
passages communicating with said main power flow ducts for 
mounting a power flow valve module, said plurality of conduit 
modules being structurally assembled independently of said 
valve module. 

26. The control system of claim 25 that includes a standard 
parallel circuit side block module mounted to said standard 
conduit module at standard confronting interfaces. 

27. The fluid power control apparatus of claim 25 wherein 
said plurality of conduit modules include standard sized and 
spaced mounting holes adapted to receive any of a plurality of 
standard fastening rods of preselected lengths, the length of 
said conduit modules between dual-duct interfaces and the 
lengths of said fastening rods being whole and fractional multi 
ples of an arbitrary standard length. 
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28. The fluid power control apparatus of claim 25 wherein 
said plurality of conduit modules includes a second valve in 
terface; and a signal flow valve module mounted on said 
second valve interface for controlling said power flow module. 

29. The fluid power control apparatus of claim 28 wherein 
said signal flow valve module includes pilot passages commu 
nicating with other modules of said system. 

30. A conduit system for a fluid power control apparatus 
fabricated from a plurality of standardized conduit modules 
forming conduit ducts and having standardized conduit-port 
ing configuration that can be assembled in a plurality of arrays 
and provided with a plurality of selected external valving ar 
rangements, said conduit system comprising a plurality of 
standardized bus conduit modules forming bus ducts for the 
power flow of the system and including a bus-connecting in 
terface provided with said standardized conduit-porting con 
figuration; a plurality of standardized branch conduit modules 
forming branch ducts for said power flow of the system and in 
cluding a second bus-connecting interface provided with said 
standardized conduit-porting configuration that connect said 
bus ducts with said branch ducts, certain of said branch con 
duit modules including a side valve-connecting interface pro 
vided with valves passages communicating with certain of said 
ducts for mounting a power flow valve module on the side of 
said branch whereby the power flow is diverted from the 
branch to said valve module, and from said valve module back 
to said branch. 

31. A conduit system for a fluid power control apparatus 
fabricated from a plurality of standardized conduit modules 
forming conduit ducts and having standardized conduit-port 
ing configuration that can be assembled in a plurality of arrays 
and provided with a plurality of selected external valving ar 
rangements, said conduit system comprising a plurality of 
standardized bus conduit modules forming bus ducts for the 
power flow of the system and including a bus-connecting in 
terface provided with said standardized conduit-porting con 
figuration; a plurality of standardized branch conduit modules 
forming branch ducts for said power flow of the system and in 
cluding a second bus-connecting interface provided with said 
standardized conduit-porting configuration that connect said 
bus ducts with said branch ducts, certain of said branch con 
duit modules including a branch-connecting interface pro 
vided with said standardized porting configuration for the 
mounting of a second branch of standardized conduit 
modules; a second plurality of standardized branch conduit 
modules forming a second branch including branch ducts for 
said power flow of said system, said second branch including a 
branch-connecting interface provided with said standardized 
conduit-porting configuration that connect the ducts of said 
first and second branches. 

32. The conduit system defined in claim 31 wherein certain 
of said conduit modules in said second branch include a side 
valve-connecting interface for mounting valve means for the 
flow in said second branch. 

33. The conduit system defined in claim 31 wherein certain 
of said conduit modules in said second branch include a stan 
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dardized branch-connecting interface for mounting a third 
branch of conduit modules forming ducts that communicate 
with ducts in said second branch. 

34. A conduit system for a fluid power control apparatus 
fabricated from a plurality of standardized conduit modules 
forming conduit ducts and having standardized conduit-port 
ing configuration that can be assembled in a plurality of arrays 
and provided with a plurality of selected external valving ar 
rangements, said conduit system comprising a plurality of 
standardized bus conduit modules forming bus ducts for the 
power flow of the system and including a bus-connecting in 
terface provided with said standardized conduit-porting con 
figuration; a plurality of standardized branch conduit modules 
forming branch ducts for said power flow of the system and in 
cluding a second bus-connecting interface provided with said 
standardized conduit-porting configuration that connect said 
bus ducts with said branch ducts, certain of said branch con duit modules including a side valve-connecting interface pro 
vided with valve passages for mounting a power flow valve 
modulc on the side of said branch whereby the power flow is 
diverted from the branch to said valve module, and from said 
valve module back to said branch, certain of said branch con 
duit modules including a side valve-connecting interface pro 
vided with valve passages communicating with certain of said 
ducts for mounting a power flow valve branch whereby the 
power flow is diverted from the branch to said valve module, 
and from said valve module back to said branch. 

35. A conduit system for a fluid power control apparatus 
fabricated from a plurality of standardized conduit modules 
that can be assembled in a plurality of arrays at standardized 
conduit interfaces having standardized conduit-porting con 
figuration and provided with a plurality of selected external 
valving arrangements, said conduit system comprising at least 
one of said conduit modules including three interfaces having 
said standardized porting configuration that provide a three 
dimensional array of power flow branches. 

36. A conduit system for a fluid power control apparatus 
comprising, in combination, a plurality of standardized con 
duit modules forming conduit ducts and having standardized 
conduit-porting configuration that can be assembled in a plu 
rality of arrays, said modules including means for selectively 
assembling either parallel flow hydraulic circuits or series flow 
hydraulic circuits, said circuits being selectively formed by 
only two main power flow ducts common to the modules. 

37. The conduit system defined in claim 36 wherein said 
selected circuits are either parallel flow between two ducts or 
series flow in a single duct. 

38. The conduit system defined in claim 36 wherein said 
selected series or parallel flow circuits can be selectively ar 
ranged between modules and ducts as may be required for the 
requirements of the system. 

39. The conduit system defined in claim 36 wherein said 
means comprises standardized duct-interrupting conduit 
modules including said standardized conduit-porting configu 
ration. 


